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Abstract

In this paper we describe a systematic approach to
derive a bilingual lexicon automatically from paral�
lel corpora� Following this approach� a lexicon was
derived from the English and Dutch version of the
Agenda �� corpus� With the lexicon and a part of
the corpus that was not used to derive the lexicon�
a bilingual retrieval environment was build� Recall
and precision of monolingual �Dutch� retrieval was
compared to recall and precision of bilingual �Dutch�
to�English� retrieval� An experiment was conducted
with the help of eight naive users who formulated
queries and judged the relevance of retrieved frag�
ments� The experiment shows 	
� precision and
��� relative recall of monolingual retrieval� against
	� precision and 
�� relative recall of bilingual re�
trieval�

Keywords� Lexical Acquisition� Parallel Corpora�
Statistical Natural Language Processing� Cross Lan�
guage Information Retrieval�

� Introduction

The recent enormous increase in the use of informa�
tion from internet and cd�rom has led to databases
being available in many languages� Often the rele�
vance of the documents in these databases goes be�
yond the scope of a region or country� In cases where
the documents are only available in a foreign lan�
guage� multilingual document retrieval provides ac�
cess for people who are non�native speakers of the
foreign language or not a speaker of the language at
all� A machine translation system that is capable
of translating document indexes and queries can be
used to identify documents for human translation�
In this paper we describe a systematic approach

to derive a probabilistic bilingual lexicon automati�
cally from a parallel corpus� A probabilistic bilingual
lexicon assigns a probability value to each possible
translation of an entry �see table ��� The bilingual
lexicon can be used directly as a statistical transla�
tion tool or to enhance an existing general purpose

machine translation system with domain dependent
translations�

sustainable
duurzame ��
�
duurzaam ����

Table �� an example entry

Recently much research was done into aligning
bilingual corpora at the sentence level ��� �� ��� We
used a program published by Gale and Church ��� to
align the sentences of a bilingual corpus� The pro�
grammakes use of the fact that longer sentences tend
to be translated into longer sentences� and shorter
sentences tend to be translated into shorter ones�
Throughout the rest of this paper we will use the
fact that we know the translation of each sentence in
the corpus� but not the translation of the words�
To align the words of each sentence also� a sta�

tistical algorithm called the Expectation Maximisa�
tion algorithm �EM�algorithm� was used� The EM�
algorithm was proofed to be correct by Dempster�
Laird and Rubin in ��		 ��� and was �rst used to
analyse bilingual corpora at IBM in ���� ��� �� The
IBM article inspired many research centres over the
world to use statistical methods for machine transla�
tion also� This paper contributes to this discussion
in two new ways�

�i� An EM�algorithm was developed that compiles
a bi�directional lexicon �that is� a lexicon that
can be used to translate from for example En�
glish to Dutch as well as from Dutch to English��
We believe that there are two good reasons to
conduct a bi�directional approach� Firstly� a
bi�directional lexicon will need less space than
two uni�directional lexicons� Secondly� we be�
lieve that a bi�directional approach will lead to
better estimates of the translation probabilities
than the uni�directional approach�

�ii� We built a document retrieval environment and

�



compared recall and precision of a monolingual
�Dutch� retrieval engine to recall and precision
of a bilingual �Dutch�to�English� retrieval en�
gine� The bilingual lexicon� compiled with the
EM�algorithm from a parallel corpus� was used
to translate Dutch queries automatically to cor�
responding English queries� The experiment
was conducted with the help of eight naive users
who formulated the queries and judged the rel�
evance of the retrieved documents�

The rest of the paper is organised as follows� In
section � we will give an informal description of
the probability model and the estimating algorithm�
Section � gives a detailed description of the con�
ducted experiments� Finally� section � will conclude
with some �nal remarks�

� Assigning probabilities to

translations

The problem of modelling the translation of sen�
tences may� to some extend� be compared to prob�
lems in medicine and social sciences� In much of
these studies a population of people is categorised in
for example� whether a smoker or not and di�erent
types of cancer� Frequently the physician collecting
such data is interested in the relationships or associ�
ations between pairs of such categorical data�

We will do something like that in this paper� Sup�
pose we want to study the bilingual corpus of table �
that consists of four pairs of Dutch and four pairs of
English sentences which are each others translation�

He waits� Hij wacht�

you wait� jij wacht�

he can� hij kan�

you can� jij kunt�

Table �� an example corpus

A statistical approach will be taken� We assume
that the corpus consists of randomly drawn samples
of English�Dutch translations� To every pair of sen�
tences �E�D� in the corpus a probability measure
P �E�D� will be assigned to be interpreted as the
probability that the sentence pair �E�D� appears in
our corpus as a translation pair� We expect the pro�
bability P �E�D� to be very small for pairs like �hij
wacht� you can� and relatively large for pairs like �jij
kunt� you can� In the following sections three aspects
of the approach will be emphasized� Section ��� de�
�nes how to model the observations of sentence pairs
in the corpus� In section ��� the EM�algorithm will
be de�ned to estimate the unknown parameters of
the model� Section ��� gives a method to approxi�
mate the E�step of the algorithm in reasonable time�

��� The translations model

Just like the physician has to diagnose the condition
of the patient he examines ��what type of cancer
does this patient have���� we will assign an equiva�
lence class to every word we observe� If some form of
morphological analysis is performed we might want
to assign the words wait and waits to the same equiv�
alence class� Between words that fall into the same
equivalence class exists an equivalence relation� i�e�
the words share a certain property� In table � the
words wait and waits share the same meaning�
In the experiment� as little linguistic knowledge as

possible was used� Therefore every di�erent word
was assigned to a separate equivalence class� so for
example morphological related words like wait and
waits were treated as two �entirely� di�erent words�
Case�distinction of letters will not be made� For ex�
ample� the words he and He were assigned to the
same equivalence class� In the example corpus� there
are �ve di�erent English words and also �ve di�erent
Dutch words� This makes a total of twenty��ve possi�
ble translations� that will be displayed in a so�called
contingency table�

he waits you wait can
hij n�� n�� � � � n�c n��

wacht n�� � n��
jij � �
kan
kunt nr� � � � nrc nr�

n�� n�� � � � n�c n��

Table �� contingency table for the example corpus

The cell frequencies nij in the table represent the
number of times the English word i and the Dutch
word j are each others translation in the corpus� The
marginal totals ni� represent the number of times the
English word i appears in the corpus� The marginal
totals n�j represent the number of times the Dutch
word j appears in the corpus� In terms of cell fre�
quencies nij the marginal totals are given by�

ni� �

�X

j��

nij � n�j �

�X

i��

nij ���

Each cell frequency nij will be assigned an un�
known probability parameter pij which is the proba�
bility that the English word i and the Dutch word j
appear in the corpus as a translation pair� To de�ne
the probability measure P as a function of the ob�
servations nij and the parameters pij it is assumed
that the word translation pairs in a sentence pair
�appear� independently of each other� Furthermore
a sentence is modelled as a collection of words� i�e�
there is no sequence between words or translation
pairs of words� Finally we assume that each word
in one language is alligned to only one word in the



other language� and vice versa� These three assump�
tions lead to the following model of the probability
measure P �

P �N � n�� � � �nrc� �
n���

n��� � � �nrc�

rY

i��

cY

j��

p
nij

ij ���

Equation � is the well known multinomial distribu�
tion and its unknown parameters pij form the pro�
babilistic bilingual lexicon we are looking for� The
estimate �pij of pij that makes the observations as
likely as possible is given by

�pij �
nij

n��

���

which is the maximum likelihood estimate of the un�
known parameters�

��� The EM�algorithm

Every observation in the parallel corpus must be
represented by Table �� However� the information
needed to �ll table � is not explicitly present in the
observations� The observations are incomplete� i�e�
the marginal totals ni� and n�j of the cell frequencies
nij are known� but the cell frequencies themselves
are unknown� Table � shows the incomplete obser�
vation of the �rst sentence in the example corpus�
For convenience� cell frequencies that are � are not
displayed�

he waits you wait can
hij � � � � � �

wacht � � � � � �
jij � � � � � �
kan � � � � � �
kunt � � � � � �

� � � � � �

Table �� incomplete observation of �he waits� hij
wacht�

Given the marginal totals ni� and n�j and the
probability parameters pij it is possible to com�
pute the expected values of the cell frequencies
E�N jn�� � � �nr�� n�� � � �n�j � p�� � � � prc�� This seems a
serious problem� Without the probability param�
eters pij � the expected cell frequencies nij cannot
be calculated� Without the cell frequencies nij � the
maximum likelihood estimate of the probability pa�
rameters pij �equation �� cannot be calculated�
From the de�nition of the EM�algorithm ��� the

following iterative solution can be constructed�

�i� Take an initial estimate of the probability pa�
rameters�

�ii� Expectation�step� For each sentence� calculate
the expected cell frequencies given the marginal
totals and the probability parameters�

�iii� Maximisation�step� Add the expected observa�
tions and calculate the maximum likelihood es�
timate as de�ned by equation ��

�iv� Repeat �ii� and �iii� until the probability pa�
rameters do not change signi�cantly anymore�

If no linguistic knowledge is used� initially every word
pair is equally likely as a translation� For the exam�
ple corpus of table � the initial estimate then must
be pij � �

�� for each possible i and j� Table � and

he waits you wait can
hij ��� ��� � � ��� �

wacht ��� ��� ��� ��� � �
jij � � ��� ��� ��� �
kan ��� � � � ��� �
kunt � ��� � ��� �

� � � � � 


Table �� expected complete observation of the corpus
in the �rst iteration

 give an impression of the way the algorithm be�
haves on the simple example corpus of table �� After
�ve iterations of the algorithm the parameters of the
model do not change signi�cantly anymore�

he waits you wait can
hij ��� � � � � �

wacht � ��� � ��� � �
jij � � ��� � � �
kan � � � � ��� �
kunt � � � ��� �

� � � � � 


Table � expected complete observation of the corpus
in the �fth iteration

��� Approximation of the E�step

The EM�algorithmwe de�ned in the previous section
works �ne on the example corpus of table � because
it has very short sentences� Calculating the expecta�
tion of a random variable requires summing over all
possible values of that random variable� The number
of possible alignments of a sentence pair increases ex�
ponentially with the length l of both sentences� The
average number of words per sentence in the corpus
that was used in the experiments is more than ���
On a sentence pair of which both sentences have the
same length l� the number of possible alignments is
��� � ����� Because this cannot be calculated in
reasonable time� it is necessary to approximate the
E�step of the algorithm�
A very old way to �nd missing values in l�l contin�

gency table is the iterative proportional �tting proce�

dure �IPFP�� This algorithm was probably �rst de�
scribed in ���	 by Kruithof �	�� The basic IPFP



takes a contingency table with initial cell frequen�

cies n
���
ij and sequentially scales the table to satisfy

the observed data mi� and m�j � We assume that the

marginal totals n
���
i� and n

���
�j are not yet in corre�

spondence with the observed data mi� and m�j � The
pth iteration of the algorithm consists of two steps
which form�

n
�p���
ij � n

�p�����
ij �mi��n

�p�����
i�

n
�p���
ij � n

�p���
ij �m�j�n

�p���
�j

���

The �rst superscript refers to the iteration number�
and the second to the step number within iterations�
The algorithm continues until the observed data mi�

and m�j and the marginal totals n
�p�
i� and n

�p�
�j are

su�ciently close� The IPFP will work on a partial
contingency table containing only those words that
appeared in the sentence pair�
Succes of the approximation depends heavily on

the initial estimate of the IPFP� An initial estimate
that proofed to be succesfull is based on taking to�
gether equivalence classes�

n
���
ij �

pij�p�� � pi� � p�j � pij�

�pi� � pij��p�j � pij�
���

The marginal probability parameters pi� and p�j are
de�ned according to the marginal totals in equation
��

��� Discussion

The algorithm we constructed combines EM with
IPFP� Both algorithms are commonly used for max�
imum likelihood estimation in log�linear models� In
this paper IPFP is used to replace the exact calcula�
tion of the E�step of EM by an approximation that
satis�es the observed marginal totals� We do not
have theoretical proof that� given the observations
in the corpus� the algorithm indeed converges to the
most likely solution of the model� However� prelimi�
nary results �
� indicate better performance than the
algorithm developed at IBM�

� Experimental results

To test the performance of the algorithm� we com�
piled a bilingual probabilistic lexicon from the paral�
lel English and Dutch version of Agenda ��� Agenda
�� is an international document available in more
than 
� languages re�ecting the results of the United
Nations Conference on ecology in ���� in Rio de
Janeiro� It contains guiding principles for sustain�
able development� covering topics such as deforesta�
tion� biological diversity� etc�
Only half the corpus was used to derive the lexicon�

To test the lexicon in a bilingual retrieval environ�
ment� the other half of Agenda �� was used to build
a bilingual document base� Recall and precision of

a monolingual �Dutch� retrieval engine were com�
pared to recall and precision of a bilingual �Dutch�to�
English� retrieval engine� The following sections give
a detailed description of the conducted experiments�

��� Compiling the bilingual lexicon

The training corpus consisted of �� parallel sen�
tences� With the training corpus� a bilingual lexicon
was compiled consisting of �
�� English words and
��� Dutch words� More than �� million unknown
parameters were estimated�
The algorithm presented above expects the En�

glish and the Dutch sentences to be of equal length�
Because the sentences almost never have the same
length� the assumption was made that some words
are not translated at all� To model this assump�
tion� a special �null� word was introduced for each
language� If the length of� for example� the English
sentence was smaller than the length of the parallel
Dutch sentence� the English sentence was �lled up
with the special �null� words�

the de
de ��
 the ����
het ���� �null� ���

�null� ���� of ����
in ���� to ����
te ���� as ����
aanmerking ���� in ����

Table 	� example entries of function words

Table 	 gives an examples of the results of the
algorithm on an English and a Dutch function word
after six training steps� The six most probable trans�
lations of the entry are displayed� together with the
probability of each possible translation� The algo�
rithm found out that the de�nite article the has the
two most probable Dutch translations de and het�
which is� by the way� correct� It is also quite prob�
able that a de�nite article in either language is not
translated in the other language� Still� some errors
are made with low probability� Table 
 shows how

local duurzame
plaatselijke ���� sustainable ����
lokale ���� unsustainable ����
lokaal ���� renewable ����
plaatselijk ���� consumption ����
maken ���� sustainability ����

Table 
� example entries of morphologically related
words and synonyms

the algorithm handles morphologically related words
and synonyms� Morphology and synonyms often get
special attention in information retrieval systems�



Finally� table � shows example entries of transla�
tions that cannot be modeled very well by the ap�
proach taken in this paper� In Dutch� nouns can
be compounded to form new words� For example
the Dutch word volksgezondheid is a compound and
should be translated as people�s health� Because
nouns are usually not compounded in English� the
algorithm will �nd only a partially correct transla�
tion�

volksgezondheid health
health ���� gezondheid ���


gezondheidszorg ����
volksgezondheid ����
gezondheidsprobl� ����
gezondheids ����
te ����

Table �� example entries of compound nouns

��� Cross language retrieval results

The experiment was conducted with the help of eight
naive users that retrieved fragments from the bilin�
gual document base� The bilingual document base
contained ���� English fragments of Agenda �� that
were not used to compile the lexicon� together with
their parallel Dutch translations� The native lan�
guage of the volunteers was Dutch� The experiment
was organised as follows�

�i� Each volunteer was asked to formulate �ve
Dutch queries on the domain of sustainable de�
velopment and ecology�

�ii� Each query was used to retrieve documents from
the Dutch database� using a Boolean retrieval
model and word�based indexing�

�iii� Each query was translated to its most proba�
ble English translation using the probabilistic
lexicon constructed with the training part of
Agenda ���

�iv� The English query was used to retrieve docu�
ments from the English database�

�v� The retrieved Dutch documents� together with
the Dutch translations of the retrieved English
documents� were presented to the user� The user
had to decide of each retrieved document� if it
was relevant or not�

The volunteers were only confronted with Dutch
queries and with Dutch documents that they re�
trieved� Therefore� their ability to read� write� or
translate from� English �or any human�s ability to
translate from English� did not e�ect the experiment�
A total of �� Dutch queries was formulated by the

eight volunteers� The experiment shows that even a

simple probabilistic lexicon is useful in bilingual doc�
ument retrieval� With a precision 	� and relative
recall of 
��� the bilingual retrieval system surpris�
ingly seems to perform even better than the mono�
lingual Dutch retrieval system� that retrieved docu�
ments with a precision of 	
�� but relative recall of
only ����
In order to �nd an explanation of the unexpected

high relative recall of the bilingual retrieval system�
the English queries that were generated with the
bilingual lexicon were inspected� To each of the En�
glish queries a category was assigned according to the
following criteria� If the query was a correct trans�
lation of the Dutch query� then it was assigned to
the correct category� If the query was translated in�
correct� but was able to retrieve correct fragments
the query was assigned to the usable category� If the
query was translated incorrect because only a part of
the original was translated� then it was assigned to
the partially usable category� If the query could not
be translated at all� because the words in the query
were not present in the lexicon� then it was assigned
to the not translated category� Finally� we assigned
the remaining queries to the incorrect category�

correct

Dutch query� afspraken over samenwerking

tussen landen

translated as� arrangements on cooperation

between countries

usable

Dutch query� gezondheid van de mens

translated as� health the human

partially usable

Dutch query� verbeteren van milieubescherming

translated as� improve protection

not translated

Dutch query� het kappen van regenwouden in

de Filipijnen

translated as� � � in the �

incorrect

Dutch query� het aandeel van windenergie tot

het totaal van energiebronnen

translated as� giving � irrigated energy

Table ��� translation examples

Of the �� queries �� fell into the correct category�
� fell into the usable category� �� fell into the par�
tially usable category�  fell into the not translated
category and  fell into the incorrect category� In a
Boolean retrieval system� that uses word�based in�
dexing� a translated sentence that is in any of the
�rst two categories �correct or usable� represents a
reasonable translation� By this criterion the system
performed successfully ��� of the time� Only  out
of �� is ��� of the queries were translated incorrect�



� Conclusion

The research presented in this paper proofs that� as
long as a parallel corpus is available on the right
domain� it is relatively simple to build a bilingual
retrieval system�
The reasons for the unexpected high recall of the

bilingual retrieval system� compared to the recall of
the monolingual retrieval system can be found in ta�
ble ��� Queries that fell into the partially usable cat�
egory often contained Dutch compounds �see table
�� that ought to be translated into two separate En�
glish words� Our translation model is only able to
�nd one of these words� possibly increasing the re�
call� but decreasing the precision of the system� The
reason that this often leads to an improvement of
the recall is the limitation of our domain and the
limitation of our corpus� For example� the query ar�

moedebestrijding �i�e� combating poverty� is� because
it is a Dutch compound� translated to poverty� How�
ever� if we are talking about poverty in the domain
of Agenda ��� we usually talk about the combating
of poverty� If our database contained fragments of
other domains� the recall would not be increased as
much as it did now�
Still� the Dutch compound nouns do not explain

why the recall of bilingual retrieval was so much
higher than the recall of monolingual retrieval� It
seems that there is a more structural reason� The
lexicon we derived consisted of �
�� English words
and ��� Dutch words� The di�erence can be ex�
plained by Dutch compounds� but also by the use of
more synonyms in Dutch and by the richer Dutch
morphology �see table 
a�� These linguistic phenom�
ena of Dutch� make monolingual Dutch document
retrieval a more complicated challenge than mono�
lingual English document retrieval� More research
is therefore needed� not only on better translation
models� but also on the performance of information
retrieval techniques on languages other than English�
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